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Introduction to this document
This document will present Beesterix, a project aimed at creating a tool to quantify and analyze the phenomenon of 
Telephony Spam in a real-world environment.
The goal of the following pages will be two-fold.
First of all, Beesterix will be presented conceptually, explaining exactly what are its goals and what it will allow to 
achieve; second, this report will describe how Beesterix was practically designed, implemented, what is the status of 
the development as well as which are the next steps that this project will undergo.
Ideally, if the reader has already a telephony background, as well as a decent Asterisk developing experience 
and an understanding of basic security concepts like Honeypots and Spam, this report will give him all the specific 
knowledge about Beesterix and its developing environment.
Finally, the goal is to allow the reader not only to understand what is the state of the project and what was done to get 
there, but also making him able to take actively control of the developing of the next steps of the system as a whole.
The organization of this document is as follows:
Section 1 will introduce Beesterix, explaining what are the goals of the project as well as the reason why the topic is 
worth of research; also we will explain what kind final product we hope to obtain.
Section 2 will present the project from a conceptual point of view, exposing Beesterix design and the choices behind 
it as well as what could be the next steps in the context of this project.
Section 3 will delve into the actual state of Beesterix implementation, describing the structure of the system so far. It 
can be seen as a snapshot of the Project.
Section 4 will talk about what we see coming for Beesterix, explaining what are the next steps we plan to implement 
in the context of the actual state of the system.
Section 5 will present Beesterix from the technical point of view, explaining how different parts interact with each 
other, as well as how they are composed.
Section 6 will guide the reader to the step-by-step installation of the whole environment, from CentOS and Asterisk 
to the setup of the module that implements Beesterix functionality; in this section we  will also briefly investigate what 
are the expected results for the phenomenon we are analyzing and what we had a chance to perceive during this 
developing phase of the system.
Section 7 will list some useful resource that, during our development, proved to be extremely useful and, sometime, 
absolutely necessary; this could be a good place to start for the reader to look for information; in this section we will 
also briefly talk about what difficulties we have encountered in the designing and implementation of Beesterix.
 
 
1. Introduction to Beesterix
The term ‘Spam’ usually refers to the dubious kind of bulk information that is sent to some recipients, usually in large 
quantity, without their prior consent.
Spam is a problem that notoriously affects e-mails but also many other communications media: this project addresses 
the phenomenon of Telephony Spam. Mobile and Internet telephony made phones much more ubiquitous, allowing 
new services to be developed for users, but also offering new possibilities to advertisers, scammers and criminals. 
The reason why this form of spam has grown so much is intrinsic in the nature of Telephony, which offers spammers 
a wider range of use-case scenarios, from the passive marketing, where a prerecorded voice presents the sale 
offer/scam/deal, to the interactive marketing, where a live operator tries her best to sell something to the callee, and 
scenarios of call back scam, which is common in mobile networks where a fraudster calls a mobile but hangs up 
before the callee can answer, so that he will get curious and try to call back the calling number, not knowing that he is 
dialing a premium number.
Although spammers can conduct these kinds of unsolicited calls on traditional telephony networks (PSTN), Internet 
Telephony has been a real game changer: it cut costs and allowed spammers to be much more efficient and effective 
over a wider range of targets.
Because of this rapid developing of new contexts, a deeper understanding of the phenomenon is required, so that 
users and administrators will be able to counter this in the most efficient way possible an amount of traffic which is 
likely to be very high.
We feel that, at today, there is a lack of a systematic way to approach telephony spam data, as there is for e-mail 
spam; there is a need for a more direct approach to real world data, one that mixes geographical distribution of spam 
calls together with the development in time of the phenomenon, to show useful statistics of what happened, when and 
where.
Our project tries to implement such approach and fulfill this need.
In this document we present Beesterix, a framework designed to record, analyze and present statistical data of real 
telephone calls received by an Asterisk based honeypot. The goal of this tool is two-fold: first, obtaining a better 
understanding of the phenomenon of Telephony Spam through the analysis of received calls, their geographical 
source distribution, their distribution over the local network and information about time of the time of the call in respect 
with other similar calls; second, giving the administrator of a network or the final user the means to take an ’educated 
guess’ about the nature of a receiving call.
Our contributions are the following:
·         Develop a framework that registers real phone calls to real numbers which are monitored in real time: we 
developed a honeypot that, given a set of numbers to monitor, registers statistical data over every call received or, 
possibly, made. This allowed us to get raw data about traffic and nature of calls, given that the nature of our test-bed 
(as it will be explained later in the paper) implied that the very fact of receiving a call would probably be a dubious 
event.
·         A tool able to aggregate raw data and show important properties hidden in them: from the “direct” data obtained 
from the honeypot, we were able to calculate useful statistics that show how for example the same caller in short time 
called the whole range of numbers we were monitoring, with techniques very similar to port scanning. Such evidence 
gives us a unique point of view, not appreciated from single-call statistics.
·         A system that helps the user to make a real-time “educated guess” about whether or not a call that is being 
received is spam: with the aggregated information, the system can be able to give a user a probability about the 
spam nature of a call. If for example the call is the 100th in a row, performed by the same caller in less than, say, 30 
minutes, then it is likely that there is some kind of automation performed by the caller.
·         An expandable framework, with the ability to be plugged in with new analysis tools: the idea behind our work is that 
it is a first step in the development of a bigger tool. We designed it to be plug-ins oriented, taking advantage of the 
environment where our system is run: FreePBX. It’s modular nature allowed us to use different modules and will allow 
for even greater feature integration in the future.
While we are aware that a complete and statistically accurate study could not be performed in the short time we had, 
we still believe that our work is an important first step in the right direction, and that this framework will form a strong 
base for future enhancements.
This idea drove our design so that our whole process could actually be “packed” into something that could be 
seen as a transferable piece of software; our hope is that, once the developing phase will be done, many diverse 
environments could use Beesterix, interacting and creating a common database, strong of the analysis performed all 
over the country.
We conclude this introduction to our project, stating what our project “is not”; as we already mentioned, the concept 
on which our whole system is built is the one of Honeypot: this means that we are creating a passive analysis tool 
that in no way counters SPAM actively. It will only help to detect it and analyze it.
  
2. Conceptual presentation of Beesterix
A project like Beesterix implies a lot of design choices that will inevitably affect the overall functionality as well as the 
more subtle characteristics of the system itself. How easy will be to deploy Beesterix in different environments? How 
elastic will it be to different specific details of different machines? How will various instances of Beesterix integrate 
with each other? What is the developing effort necessary to make Beesterix as adaptable and portable as possible? 
How to assure extendibility as well as robustness?
These and other issues drove us to the biggest choice we made: we tried, as much as possible, not to reinvent the 
wheel.
There are various very famous and mature projects out there that implement fundamental parts of what we needed.
The main projects we used in our designing and implementing of Beesterix are Asterisk and FreePBX, and we will 
briefly present them now.
  
Asterisk: the Open Source telephony Project
Asterisk is probably one of the most famous Open Source project about Telephony available today.
As stated in the official documentation:
“People often tend to think of Asterisk as an "open source PBX" because that was the focus of the original development effort.  
But calling Asterisk a PBX is both selling it short (it is much more) and overstating it (it can be much less).  It is true that 
Asterisk started out as a phone system for a small business but in the decade since it was originally released it has grown 
into a universal tool for building communications applications.  Today Asterisk powers not only IP PBX systems but also VoIP 
gateways; call center systems, conference bridges, voicemail servers and all kinds of other applications that involve real-time 
communications.
Asterisk is not a PBX but is the engine that powers PBXs.  Asterisk is not an IVR but is the engine that powers IVRs.  Asterisk is 
not a call center ACD but is the engine that powers ACD/queuing systems.”
What does this mean? It means that, basically, Asterisk allows for almost any telephony system to be built on it, not 
limiting it’s possibilities and features to a defined set of features.
In the context of Beesterix what we needed was a solid and robust base that would allow us to create a system 
that would act as a PBX (private branch exchange) in a way – it should handle calls, redirecting them to specific 
extensions and monitoring how these calls distribute over our pool of numbers in time – but it would also allow for 
external functionality to be applied on any received call in a way that a normal PBX usually don’t need to worry about.
Asterisk, at its 5th major release, guaranteed us a solid base for whatever kind of functionality we could want to 
implement now or in the future.
For this reason we use Asterisk as main functional part of our project: it is used for the PBX part of Beesterix, as 
well as the logging part – as we will explain better in further sections, we took advantage of the integration between 
Asterisk and the MySQL DBMS that we used to store data about received calls – and the VoIP SIP Trunking part.
Using Asterisk allowed us to concentrate on the features we wanted to implement instead of the actual technicalities 
behind the technologies involved.
  
FreePBX: an intuitive face to Asterisk
Asterisk, being as powerful and adaptable as it is, can get very complex to manage and a lot of developers felt the 
need for an easier tool that, while not limiting Asterisk in its functionality, would simplify the daunting task of managing 
a production system in the most efficient way possible.
A lot of GUIs were developed with this specific goal and one of the most famous and maintained is FreePBX.
FreePBX is a web interface to Asterisk that allows to manage even the most complex parts of a system with the ease 
of use of an intuitive common interface; it implements various security profiles, allowing the administrators to define 
different kind of users for the different kind of access they might want to grant.
FreePBX can be seen as an overlay of Asterisk and it is built upon the so-called LAMPA stack (Linux, Apache, 
MySQL, PHP/Perl/Python, Asterisk).
FreePBX can be used by two different kind of users: administrators, that take advantage of the ease of use that 
this interface gives them, and developers, that will use FreePBX and its API to implement some new functionality in 
the Asterisk box. While we clearly took advantage from the administrative point of view, we mainly used FreePBX 
because of its “starting point” nature for developers: specifically we focused our attention on the Module Engine that 
FreePBX implements.
One of the most interesting and, from our point of view, useful features that FreePBX offers is a mature Module 
Engine that allows developers to create additional pieces of software that will be easily integrated in the system; 
FreePBX exports a whole API and completely documents it. Through this tool very sophisticated features can be 
integrated at a very fine granularity into Asterisk Dialplan as well as every part of other modules flow of control.
We used this capability intensively, integrating Beesterix into the Dialplan and taking advantage of other modules like 
CIDLookup and Superfecta, as we will in explain further sections.
It is safe to say that probably, without FreePBX, our whole development effort would have been much higher: it 
allowed us to concentrate on “what” and “when” to monitor from Asterisk, without having to worry about “how” the 
actual Asterisk flow of events was intercepted, saved and interpreted.
 
Beesterix as a FreePBX Module
One of our goals in creating Beesterix was to make it as easily available as possible; to do so, as we already 
mentioned, we chose to use Asterisk as backbone of our honeypot and FreePBX because of the ease to use and the 
extendibility that it would assure you.
Specifically, we mentioned that we chose to design the functional part of Beesterix as a FreePBX module; thanks to 
this choice, our development effort became much smaller and the issue of intercepting and handling events resolved 
in understanding how FreePBX would intercept and handle an event and how our module would be notified of it.
We will now present Beesterix from the functional point of view, going through the pages of the module and the 
features they will implement once the project development will be done.
  
Features of Beesterix
As mentioned in Section 1, Beesterix performs two complementary task: first,  it gathers data through the integration 
with Asterisk and FreePBX, second, it shows this gathered data in such a way that all information relative to SPAM 
and its developing is appreciable.
This second point is performed through two tools that we will describe now.
Tool for Aggregated Data
The goal of this tool is to extrapolate and show patterns contained in a set of calls distributed over an interval of time 
and this will be done by aggregating the data our honeypot gathered over an interval of time specified by the user and 
calculating basic statistics, like time distribution of calls, together with the creation of an interactive ‘tour’ through the 
calls, using Google Earth features.
The biggest design choice we took in creating this tool was about the kind of output the aggregated analysis would 
produce.
We spent some time researching for the various possibilities we had: what kind of data do we receive? What is 
the most intuitive way to show this information? Do we have the technical means to do it? But each one of these 
questions had no clear answer unless another, more important, question was answered first: what do we want to 
show?
This can sound quite trivial: a tool that has to show aggregated data on a set of calls will present exactly that as its 
output.
But the problem is that the result of the analysis itself is not easily presentable: how to organize the ‘animation’?
Based on calling numbers, calls, intervals of time or location? After some reasoning and tests, we resolved ourselves 
to use as granularity the single call, showing a set of incoming calls that have a temporal dimension that is used as a 
ordering index.
This is a design choice. There could have been other meaningful forms of presentation, by calling number, for 
example, or by length of the call, but we thought that this way would relate better to what we want to analyze here, 
that is the distribution of Spam calls.
The Aggregating Tool can be accessed from the FreePBX interface, Setup tab, in the section Inbound Call Control, at 
the button “Beesterix: Aggregated Tool”.
The page presented to the user will look like in the following figure:
In the section “Report Generation” a user can choose a starting date and an ending date, based on which a report will 
be composed; the user can also choose if the report should contain only calls that are performed by Spam callers or 
include all the calls the system recorded in the given interval.
Once the request is submitted (a snapshot can be seen in the following figure), a preliminary graph will show a 
distribution of the calls over the interval; also, a link to the KML report (Google Earth format) will appear, allowing the 
user to download it or open it on the fly.
It is worth mentioning here that, instead of linking the report as a file, we could have integrated the Google Earth 
plugin in the page, so that the tool could be used completely online. We didn’t do this merely because our developing 
environment was Linux based and the plugin is not compatible with Linux yet; from the developing point of view it 
would be trivial to add this nicer functionality.
The report itself will consist in a time-aware KML file that, once executed by Google Earth, will pinpoint each call on 
a map; every call can be clicked, in which case some additional information on the caller will be shown, like in the 
following figure.
This format will allow to “animate” the flow of calls in a way that will easily show how some uncommon pattern 
developed through time.
It is a very intuitive tool that can be extended and improved greatly and a overview of the output on a bigger group of 
calls is shown in the next figure.
 
 
Tool for Real-time Monitoring
This second part of Beesterix module can be seen as a complementary part to the Aggregated Data Tool being 
that the latter aims to unravel patterns in the time distribution of calls while the Real-time monitor goal is to allow 
administrators or, in general, users of Beesterix to have an instantaneous snapshot of the situation on the system.
More precisely the Real-time monitor instantaneously detects incoming calls and shows their estimated location, 
together with a set of different information about the caller obtained by the data already stored in our system.
This tool is the most natural end point for our honeypot and its usefulness will increase with the amount of data in the 
system.
Being still in development phase, we will only describe the functionality on which we are actually working on, 
confident that once this tool will be fully implemented, the usability of the whole project will increase hugely.
From the lower level point of view, the Monitor is connected to the Asterisk Manager Interface, through which 
receives Events corresponding to the events happening on the system.
For example, when the system receives a call first a new channel is created between Asterisk and the calling 
extension (in our case, it will always be a SIP trunk), the states of various parts of the system are set, the CID is 
looked up (though CIDLookup and Superfecta as we will detailed in a further section), it is determined whether the 
destination extension can be delivered a call and in that case another channel is created and setup between Asterisk 
and the destination extension, eventually this two channels are bridged together and the communication end-to-end 
can begin; in this case our Monitor will recognize the pattern of Events and, in real-time, list the actual calls that are 
active on the system and, based on which of this events happened, their state.
Additionally, as mentioned earlier, the Monitor integrates this real-time detection with data that Beesterix already 
collected. Information about the caller, its location, its history on the system (#calls performed, etc…) and, given this 
background, the likelihood for this call to be SPAM.
From the interface level, these goals are achieved, again, by using Google tools, but being that in this context we 
don’t need a concept of ‘time distribution of calls’, we chose to use Google Maps, instead of Earth.
Each call will have its own line in a Summary table and from here all the additional data on the call will be accessible, 
included location and estimation of risk.
  
3. State of the Project
This section will describe what is the actual state of Beesterix and what has actually been done from the start until 
today.
Even if it may look easy to say what is the situation of the Project, it is far from trivial to describe the amount of work 
and developments done to get to the actual state of Beesterix.
Probably the fastest and easiest way to describe where the development of Beesterix is would be: at the “second 
step”.
What we mean by this is that this was a project that was created just from an idea of a goal and from the curiosity 
about a phenomenon; a lot of time has been spent understanding what we really wanted to do, how to approach our 
goal, how feasible our goals were and so on. Using a software engineering term, we had a “Specification phase”, 
even if not so formal.
During the deployment of a project, the Specification phase can be seen as a “first step” and we are confident when 
we say that we took that first step.
Things got a little more complicated after that purely abstract phase; we entered the “Design phase”, where actual 
ideas are confronted with the real world and theoretical situation are translated into implementing choices. In 
our case this phase was not as clear as it usually is because we had several heterogeneous software (Asterisk, 
FreePBX, modules) and several environment limitations (configure our system in the context of the internal network 
of the GeorgiaTech campus, monitoring numbers that were previously unassigned) that didn’t really depend on 
us; additionally the details of how these parts would integrate with each other and work together were blurry and 
undocumented.
Most of our work has been focused on this, in fact. Our Design phase was mixed a little with the Implementation 
phase, because of this necessity.
For this reason we can describe our situation as “being at the second step”; we specified what we want, what our 
system will be and how to do it; we also figured out what are the elements of our system and how they will interact; 
finally, we begun building the final product.
There is still a lot of work to do, of course, but we are confident we are on the right track.
  
We will now go through the main goals and products that this work targeted, describing for each of them the state of 
development.
 
Honeypot
The features of the honeypot are fully implemented, so we can say that this part of the system is functionally 
complete.
Of course, as new features will be added to the system, the capacity to recognize new events will have to be added 
to the honeypot, but the basic and main part is done.
 
Tool for aggregated data
This tool, as it is presented in previous sections, is fully implemented and functional.
One thing worth mentioning is that this tool needs a source for its geo-location information about numbers; as we 
already explained, the idea is to pinpoint on a map and this is done at NPA-NXX granularity: we don’t locate the 
actual number, but only who issued that number and where that entity is.
Because of this it is clear that (1) the tool will perform only as well as its location DB is good and (2) calls from mobile 
phones will probably mislead any service that tries an exchange-based geo-location.
Regarding (1), right now our tool uses a free location service, http://www.telcodata.us/, which allows to lookup a 
number and returns its State and City. It’s fast and easy, even if a little limited (further on this in the next section).
About (2) we always knew that, our system using exchange-based location and a mobile phone position having 
no real relation with the location of the exchange that its numbers maps to, we would fail to locate mobile phones; 
however we didn’t worry too much about it because our goal is to analyze SPAM calls and, while surely possible, it 
is not likely that spammers will fake their CIDs as mobile numbers. However, we plan to face this problem as future 
work.
  
SPAM detection heuristic
As it is understandable in a SPAM detection and analysis system as Beesterix is, the mechanism through which we 
are able to distinguish between a “normal” call and a “SPAM” call is fundamental.
The heuristic that Beesterix uses right now to detect SPAM is far from optimal and, as it is today, it doesn’t take into 
consideration a lot of information that our system is able to gather.
As we will explain better in further sections, Beesterix uses another FreePBX module called CallerID Superfecta to 
fetch information on a CID from various web data sources. This module is designed so that it will ask its sources 
if the CID belongs to some known spammer and, if that is the case, it will cache the CID in its DB, labeling it in a 
recognizable way; from now on any call from that CID will be flagged as SPAM. Evidently, it is paramount to configure 
Superfecta properly and choose its sources with care but, once this is done, this module offers a basic but useful first 
recognition tool to detect suspicious calls.
We designed and worked on other techniques to extend our detection heuristic but, being this a part of the system 
that could be developed only once all the rest of the system was in place, we did not have time to implement any of 
our further and more powerful modifications to the heuristic; next section will enter in details about what we thought 
and designed to improve this part of Beesterix and present what we see as one of the most important parts of the 
future work that we plan to do.
  
Real-time monitor
As we explained in an earlier section, this tool has a complementary role to the aggregated data tool and its 
functionality is fundamental to make Beesterix as useful as we want it to be.
This said, the development of this tool is still quite at an initial phase. We studied the problem and designed a way to 
intercept incoming calls; we also found examples of similar Monitors available online and we studied them.
It is comparing the examples we found online with what our requirements were that we realized that, against our 
predictions, the actual implementation of this tool would be more complicated and time consuming than we thought.
The best event monitor we found online spawns a Python daemon which is connected to the Asterisk Manager 
Interface; this daemon will listen for notification of any event the user configure it to wait for and, once it intercepts it, it 
logs it into a MySQL table. The interface of this Monitor is an AJAX page that polls the DB for new records and shows 
them almost in real-time.
Our requirements are more complicated though; we need the concept of “state” for a call and we need to recognize 
event “patterns”, which in turn will determine what is the state of a specific call.
While we could have “hardcoded” some very basic pattern (like “Call received”, “Call Hung up”, etc…), we realized 
that in order to create a stable and usable tool, we would have to take more time to study the underlying Asterisk 
set of states and their reciprocal interactions. Therefore, we preferred not to implement anything that would need a 
complete rewriting, leaving the implementation of our designs to a future moment. In the next section we will describe 
what these designs are and what we think it should be the line of thought during future implementations of this tool.
  
4. Future work
Given the nature of this project, the context in which it was designed and developed, the time spent on implementing 
it and the very fragmented environment that the Telephony world exposes to new developers, this is possibly the 
most important section of this document.
We will now present what in our mind is an integrating part of Beesterix but because of time or work power 
constraints we were not be able to implement or fully design.
Once again, what Beesterix here right now is only a “first step” in the direction of a bigger, broader and more 
functional framework that will help to comprehend a diverse phenomenon as Telephony Spam and what we present 
here are lines of thought towards which our work points at.
  
Spam heuristic
A heuristic is an experience-based technique that helps in problem solving and solution finding procedures. In the 
case of Beesterix the problem is to efficiently recognize a Spam call and to analyze the data and meta-data (more on 
the latter shortly) that this call contains.
The mechanism through which Spam is detected can be seen as the keystone of our whole system.
As stated already in the rest of this document, the Spam heuristic that is used right now is quite limited: namely, we 
only query the FreePBX module Superfecta to check if the CID of a call is a known spammer.
A CID will be recognized as spammer if we already encountered it in the past and, due to a previous detection, 
cached in our DB as such; if it is the first time that the CID calls our system Superfecta will query several online 
service.
Most important services are probably WhoCalled.us and PhoneSpamFilter.us; these services have a huge DB of 
known spammers and return, between other information, a value that is a function of the “likelihood” of the CID to be 
Spam.
Once a Spam CID is detected, it will be cached and the label “SPAM:” will be added to its name, allowing the system 
to be easily aware of its nature in future calls.
When we say that this heuristic is limited, we mean that we are doing a lot less than what we could actually do, and 
most part of our future work will be to fix this.
While it is useful information to query online for “common” knowledge about a CID, neither Superfecta nor the web 
services where designed to be a tool of “analysis” of Spam as a phenomenon; their main goal is to help a single 
system to filter out in a decisive way calls that were not requested.
Beesterix has a much broader goal as well as more powerful means and we plan to take advantage of them.
We think that an effective heuristic should perform the following operations on an incoming call, indicatively in this 
order:
1. Check if the CID is already in our cache and, if so, treat the call as Spam.
2. Use Superfecta to check if the CID belongs to a known spammer, in which case cache the CID and treat the 
call as Spam.
 
Having gotten at this point, we know that the CID is not commonly known to belong to a spammer; however this 
is not a conclusive result.
Our system has a broader sight of the flow of calls, spanning from time to the distribution over the range of 
destination numbers Beesterix monitors.
We call this kind of information “meta-data” of the call.
As an example, let’s think of the situation where we receive a call to extension 200. We don’t know who the CID 
is but we have information about the time context in which the call takes place. Assume now that in the last, say, 
5 minutes we received from the same CID calls to all our extensions from 100 to 199 and that these calls where 
hung up the moment a VoiceMail standard answering message was played. Is it really true that we don’t have 
any information about the CID?
The behavior that the example shows represents a typical model of spammers, even if clearly simplified: they 
scan a whole range of numbers, hoping to “hit” a victim.
Beesterix is able to detect this kind of behavior, in fact it’s its own reason of existence!
Therefore we propose to add the evaluation of this kind of information to our heuristic.
 
3.      Check the meta-data of the call for pattern of Spam behavior: scan of a number of monitored extensions 
in a short time by the same CID (or by different CIDs that appear to be calling from the same location – at 
exchange granularity)
  
We think that a heuristic implementing these three steps would be effective in detecting most of the threats.
Also, other steps could be added if new analysis tools are plugged into Beesterix (e.g. PinDrop query on the 
matching “apparent location -> real location”).
We conclude précising that a “Risk level” metric should also be developed, e.g. a value between 1-10, which will 
indicate how likely is that the CID belongs to a spammer.
  
Completing the Real-time Monitor
We already presented the Real-Time Monitor in a previous section of this document. We also explained that, because 
of time constraints, we couldn’t implement fully. In fact we only designed it, finding online pieces of software to use as 
guideline, mainly the PHP Event Monitor described in the previous section.
The main difference between that Monitor and our tool is also the biggest complication that kept us from 
implementing our tool: the fact that a concept of “state” of the call must be implemented for every incoming call, 
showing data related to that state as well as data gathered by our system.
To do this we have to gather a complete knowledge of various parts of Asterisk, included its flow control – where a 
call enters the system, what objects are created, what states are possible for these objects and how they change 
into each other – and the communication interface that exposes “Events” happening in Asterisk, that is the Asterisk 
Manager Interface.
Through this interface we will be able to intercept events in real-time and interpret them into a State Machine that we 
plan to implement, probably storing its relevant data in a MySQL table; the monitor will in fact connect to this data 
structure that will allow an easy and complete control over the state of a call over time.
Once the mechanism of interfacing to and interpreting Asterisk events is done, it will be trivial to create web tool that 
will cross reference data already present in the system – location of a CID, statistics relative to that CID and its “risk 
level” – and present the results as a real-time list of the calls that the system is receiving in a specific moment.
We understand that this is a important development effort but we are confident that once the State Machine will be 
implemented, the rest will come easily and readily.
  
Improve the Geolocation functionality: use a commercial NPA-NXX DB
In various parts of the system we explained how a geolocation at exchange granularity is performed. Location 
information can be useful from a statistical point of view as well as for visualization purposes.
In the actual state of development, we used an open NPA-NXX DB – specifically the one offered by TelcoData.com.
Although this source gives us good basic information, there is a lot of useful data that TelcoData don’t offer: exact 
coordinates of the exchange, provider of property, mobile vs. landline , etc… All this information could be extremely 
useful to our system to make the geolocation process more efficient and precise.
However, the only sources that offer this kind of data are commercial DBs, costing $400+. This is the reason why we 
opted for the open solution.
Once the project will be more mature, buying a commercial NPA-NXX could be a good improvement to a key 
characteristic of the system.
  
Mobile phones location
As already stated, location at exchange granularity is not really compatible with mobile phones; knowing the location 
of the exchange is quite useless when mobility is involved.
However, even if mobile phones are not likely to be a relevant subject in our research, we plan to spend some time 
on improving the reliability of location services on these devices.
  
Beesterix Plug-Ins
A very useful feature that we planned since the very early stages of the project but that we couldn’t start to implement 
was a Plug-in engine for Beesterix.
We think of Beesterix as a base analytic tool that can and should be extended with new analysis modules which 
development will be driven by the need of some external programmer. The principle of “extendibility” is very important 
in an analysis framework.
We plan to expose an interface that will make easy to add new functionalities to Beesterix, developing local plugins, 
which will be added to the normal battery of tests and analysis that Beesterix performs already on incoming calls.
An example of a possible plugin could be a module that queries PinDrop to gather information on the real location of 
the CID and compares it with the apparent one based on the exchange.
  
Perform the real on-the-field study
Even if we had some very preliminary results that we will discuss in a further section, we still have no real study of the 
phenomenon of Telephony Spam, which is the very reason why Beesterix exists.
As soon a more stable stage of development will be reached, we plan to formally start our study and make it a 
priority.
  
5. Technical presentation of Beesterix
Overview of the system
In the Asterisk world when a system is used as server it will usually run CentOS Linux because of its stability and its 
well known and tested software.
Most of the development in the Asterisk environment is therefore done upon that Linux distribution and for this reason 
we chose to follow the habit and develop Beesterix on a CentOS machine, namely we used an up-to-date CentOS 
5.5 instance and in a further section we will show in details how, starting from a vanilla installation of the OS, we can 
build and install Beesterix.
We used Asterisk and, as an interface to its functionality we installed FreePBX; thanks to its modular orientation 
we could take advantage of several modules that, functionally, we integrated in the workflow of Beesterix, like CID 
Lookup and Superfecta.
  
What we are monitoring and why
So far we talked a lot about the ability of Beesterix to monitor calls and its nature of honeypot, but we did not talk 
about the actual test-bed on which we developed our system; we designed Beesterix to be scalable but, for practical 
reasons (costs and maintenance) we monitored only a small set of phone numbers until now.
Beesterix is designed to monitor a set of phone numbers, that we will define as numbers pool, and to use the data 
recorded for each of these numbers in an aggregated way to find patterns in the calls scheme.
From the implementing point of view, we realized that we could gather the biggest amount of data in the most direct 
way, that is, creating an extension for each one of the numbers in the pool. While we are not sure how scalable 
this would be for a very big pool, we are confident that for the purpose of the project we will never monitor so many 
numbers that the extensions would become too many.
Beside the extension itself, we had to create a double Incoming Route for each extension, one for the receiving calls 
internal calls (which we are not supposed to monitored or be interested to, but we did it anyways for completion’s 
sake) and another for external calls, coming from outside our system and, likely, from the PSTN.
Our project is based on the collaboration with the OIT, Office of Information Technology at GeorgiaTECH, in the 
person of Anthony R. Hudgins (anthony.hudgins@oit.gatech.edu) and therefore we used their assistance in various 
parts of our work. More specifically, we are connected to the rest of the PSTN and VOIP world through a SIP Trunk 
that OIT provided us with and that will carry all the calls from the outside world to our pool numbers.
Also, it is OIT who redirects the pool numbers to the Trunk and to our system; in our development phase we 
specifically had 21 numbers at our disposal: the extension 58444 and the range of extensions 60752-60771. Upon 
this pool, we developed our system and our monitoring tools.
Our ultimate goal was, as already stated, to analyze telephony SPAM on a range of numbers; however we focused 
our attention to “unpublished” numbers, that is numbers who are not used and are registered in the “do-not-call” lists; 
for this reason we asked OIT for numbers from their pool of unused numbers.
The fact that the numbers are unpublished is important and it is probably the reason of the partial results we obtained 
so far in our analysis.
  
Overview of the prerequisites and additional software
We mentioned various times that Beesterix uses different software in a coordinated way to achieve its goals and this 
section will present each of these piece of software in the context of our project.
  
CIDLookup Sources
The Caller ID Lookup Sources module enables FreePBX system to lookup Caller Names that are related to a calling 
number whether they be in Asterisk’s phonebook, in a database, or via an HTTP lookup. The module can also be 
used with scripts in the agi-bin directory of your Asterisk configuration.
Beesterix uses this FreePBX module to integrate in Asterisk a lookup of CIDs; more specifically, Beesterix configures 
a default Schema through which all incoming calls from the SIP Trunk will be filtered.
These schema will use a aggregator of HTTP Sources (Superfecta, which will be presented shortly) and thanks to it 
will cache the results obtained for every caller. It is an easy way to integrate an automatic customizable behavior in 
our dialplan that will be triggered by different events (in our case, simply by every incoming call).
In the following figure, you can see how the main settings page look like.
You can see that CIDLookup is set to use an HTTP source, in this case Superfecta.
Future modification could also add a schema for a local MySQL cache of known spammers, which would allow the 
lookup to be much faster.
  
Superfecta
CIDLookup Sources is used, as already mentioned, to integrate a single data source of information about Caller IDs; 
in our system, we configure it so that all calls received through our SIP Trunk will be monitored and their CID looked 
up.
The biggest limitation of CIDLookup is that it allows only one source per scheme, that is we could only query one 
source to lookup for CIDs information detected on our sip trunk.
This issue is solved by another FreePBX module called CallerID Superfecta.
Superfecta, which is designed to be a local http source for CIDLookup, allows to create schemas in which the query 
results of several sources are aggregated and returned to the caller entity, in our case CIDLookup; effectively, we can 
now query as many web services or internal DBs as we want, and the comprehensive result will be composed and 
returned to CIDLookup to be attached to any incoming call.
In the following figure we present the main schema we configured to be applied to all incoming calls.
In the section Data Sources are listed all the available sources that the module can query when a request is 
performed.
Their order is customizable (sources can also be disabled) and the first source that hits (finds a result for a query) will 
return it to CIDLookup. This is the reason why the order of the sources is important: as a rule of thumb, the fastest 
sources should go first, while the slowest and the ones with less chances to hit should go last.
As you can see in the figure, we ordered our schema so that Superfecta cache will be the first to be queried, followed 
by Asterisk Phonebook (another local source that, however, we didn’t configure in our system), WhoCalled and 
PhoneSpamFilter (two fast web sources that expose an API to query their database), and so on leaving as last 
sources the ones that would return less information (basically, only location information rather than SPAM statistics).
It is worth mentioning that the source Trunk Provided is useful because it will hit if there is any CallerID attached to 
the call directly on the SIP Trunk: our experience showed that this data is useful and, sometimes, provides even a full 
name of the caller; of course, this data will be considered only if the number is not recognized by any web service as 
a common spammer, in which case probably any name provided by the trunk would be faked anyways.
Secondarily, we created a second schema, OnlyTelcoData, which as indicated by the name will query only the source 
TelcoData; this schema will be used by a part of our module that will try to geolocate incoming calls at an exchange 
granularity and, to do this, it will need informal data derived from a NPA-NXX DB. TelcoData is precisely one such 
DB.
We will talk in further detail about this in a later section.
  
Google Earth and KML
Google Earth is a virtual globe, map and geographical information program that maps the Earth by the 
superimposition of images obtained from satellite imagery, aerial photography and GIS 3D globe. In Beesterix we use 
it together with its complementary XML-based language, KML, to implement the Tool for Aggregated Data and make 
it time-aware.
KML, Keyhole Markup Language, is an XML derived language that can be interpreted by Google Earth and it is 
used to create powerful applications with the Earth browser. Between the big set of tags available, the features we 
used most for our tool are: 1) Placemark: a Placemark is composed at least by a name, a description and a pair of 
coordinates. In our tool, every call is a Placemark in which the calling number is used as name and the description is 
a table with the call details. Every Placemark will be displayed onto the map (figure 4) with an Icon depending on the 
Style used, and in our case we used a small red phone for calls and a green house as icon for our campus, which is 
the receiving end point for all the calls. 2) TimeSpan: KML allows for Placemark to have time
information, and a TimeSpan consists in an interval of time. When the KML file is loaded, Google Earth will 
automatically sort the events by Time tags and display them consistently. 3) MultiGeometry: Placemark can be 
displayed in more complex ways than points. The MultiGeometry tag allows to compose complex structure for 
Placemarks; in our code, MultiGeometry is used for example for the Campus Placemark: for every call a line from 
its location to the campus will be displayed, whenever the mouse passes on the Campus icon (figure 4 of the final 
report).
 
Overview of Beesterix FreePBX Module
We decided to implement the interface of Beesterix as a FreePBX module because we found it a fast, extensible, 
scalable and easily manageable way to integrate our code into the control flow of Asterisk and FreePBX, without the 
burden of reinventing the wheel.
FreePBX is famous for its modular nature and therefore it’s natural for it to expose a clear and mature API to 
module developers; the good (even if definitely not detailed enough) official documentation can be found at http://
www.freepbx.org/v2/wiki/ApiDocs.
More specifically, to implement what we will describe in this section, we focused on the information about the basic 
structure of a module (http://www.freepbx.org/v2/wiki/ApiModules), the mechanism through which we can manipulate 
or “hook” the DialPlan (http://www.freepbx.org/v2/wiki/ApiExtensions, http://www.freepbx.org/v2/wiki/ModuleHooks).
 
Beesterix Module is composed by the following files, which can be found in the module installation file, beesterix-
0.0.1.tar.gz.
● beesterix_incoming.php: contais the code that hooks into the DialPlan and, for every call monitored by CID 
Lookup, it will use the information given by Superfecta to augment the data we have on the CID. This file is 
where most of the future work on the heuristic will be plugged in.
● create_report.php: contains the code to create a KML report for a specific time inteval. It is designed to be 
called by page.beesterix_aggregated.php and it returns the KML code itself, to be saved.
● functions.inc.php: this file must be included in anything that runs in FreePBX and contains the code that 
actually links the module to FreePBX functions. It also allows our module to be included by other modules, 
as we include Superfecta and CIDLookup in ours.
● install.php: contains the code that is executed during the installation of the module.
● module.xml: contains the description of the module, to be read by FreePBX.
● page.beesterix_aggregated.php: contains the code of the page for the Aggregated Data Tool. It uses jQuery 
and Flot to show, respectively, a Calendar and a Summary Graph over the date interval submit by the user. 
It is here that create_report.php is called and the KML is saved.
● page.beesterix_realtime.php: right now, this file does not contains almost any code. It will contain the code 
for the Real-monitor page.
● uninstall.php: contains the code to unistall and clean up our module.
● css/, flot/, js/: directories that contain jQuery and Flot, javascript libraries that we used to add a Calendar and 
a nice Graph to page.beesterix_aggregated.php
 
As we stated in the rest of this document, the implementation of this module is still at a very early stage of 
development, but we created the basic structures that will be expanded and perfected in future.
 
  
6. How to build Beesterix and its development environment
This section will describe how to build the environment we used to develop what we have so far of Beesterix. The 
configuration we describe is not necessarily the optimal one and can be changed in future; mainly we chose those 
elements that were known to be stable and interoperable.
  
System Install
Beesterix is deployed on CentOS 5.5 and the installation procedure of this distribution is beyond the scope of this 
document; however, some information can be found at the project web page http://www.centos.org/, together with a 
copy of the latest version of the OS.
Note that our system has been assigned a public DNS-resolvable domain name as well as a static IP. During 
installation these configuration must be reflected properly.
The information to be used is the following:
IP address 130.207.1.12
Subnet mask 255.255.255.192
Default gateway 130.207.1.1
DNS servers: 130.207.17.21, 130.207.17.22
DNS Name: al.cc.gatech.edu
 
Once CentOS is installed and the network properly configured, we will have to install Asterisk. We chose version 1.8 
because it’s the latest stable version released and some features like CEL seemed useful to us.
To perform the installation, we refer to the exact source we used, which is the book “Asterisk: the Definitive Guide”, 
an online version of which can be found at http://ofps.oreilly.com/titles/9780596517342/.
It’s worth mentioning that the specific chapters that we followed in details are “Chapter 3: Installing Asterisk” – which 
go through a detailed step-by-step installation procedure –, “Chapter 16: Relational Database Integration” – the 
sections that focus on ODBC –, “Chapter 24:  System Monitor and Logging” – we configured both CEL and CDR in 
Beesterix, to experiment with –.
We of course read big part of other chapters too, but the listed ones are those that we literally followed step-by-step.
Another note we have to add is that in Chapter 3 there’s no mention of a piece of software that both CIDLookup and 
Beesterix Module will use: CURL libraries.
Because of that, we strongly suggest to install it via yum even before installing Asterisk so that, at compile time, 
Asterisk will find CURL automatically and create the module. To install all the necessary packets it will be sufficient to 
execute, as root, the following command:
  
yum install libcurl-devel
  
At this point Asterisk can be installed, following the instructions in Chapter 3; after this, CEL and CDR can be 
configured and activated, following the steps listed in Chapter 16 and 24.
  
Now the last part of the base system that must be installed is FreePBX.
As already mentioned, we used version 2.8 and to install it and configure the system around it, we followed this 
tutorial, http://www.markinthedark.nl/news/ubuntu-linux-unix/69-installing-freepbx-28-with-asterisk-18-on-centos-
55.html, adapting some parameters to our necessities – mainly some security settings, that we made even more 
loose.
This last source also presents a procedure to install Asterisk, but we found much more explanatory and precise 
the specific chapter in Asterisk book. However, the “Preparations” section could be interesting and contains some 
information not present in the book.
Once the procedure presented in the section “Installing FreePBX 2.8”, the base system is installed and ready. We 
have now an Asterisk box, ready to be configured into Beesterix.
  
Installation of secondary software
We will now proceed to show the procedure to install the modules that Beesterix uses as prerequisites. We will 
show the procedure for only one of them, being that it is the same for the rest of them too. In fact, this is the normal 
procedure to install a module in FreePBX.
We get the .tar.gz from the page of the CID Lookup module http://www.freepbx.org/support/documentation/module-
documentation/caller-id-lookup-sources.
Once we downloaded the file, we can install it in FreePBX. Being that this module is not part of the main repository, 
we will have to upload it manually.
From the main page of FreePBX, click Tools, Module Admin and then click the link “Upload Module”.
From the Browse button select the tar.gz file we donwloaded, then click Upload.
Now the module is visible to FreePBX, but it is still deactivated. To activate it we go again in the Module Admin and 
scroll down the list of the modules until we find our newly updated module, in this case CallerID Lookup; click on it 
and select the option to activate it. Now, just scroll down to the bottom of the page and click Process. This will trigger 
the installation and the automatic reload of the modules.
Now CIDLookup is installed and running. We will repeat the same procedure for the following modules too:
● Superfecta - http://projects.colsolgrp.net/attachments/download/413/superfecta-2.2.4.tgz
●BulkExtensions - http://www.freepbx.org/support/documentation/module-documentation/third-party-
unsupported-modules/bulk-extensions
● BulkDIDs - http://www.freepbx.org/trac/browser/modules/release/2.9/bulkdids-2.9.0.1.tgz
 
We will now install some other software that, even if it is not a prerequisite for Beesterix to work, made tasks like 
Management easier and we think it is a must in every working developing station.
First of these software is PhpMyAdmin, the famous open source project that exposes an intuitive and powerful web 
interface to a MySQL DBMS, being it remote or local.
The installation procedure is quite trivial and can be followed easy. The link where the latest stable version as well as 
all the documentation needed can be found is http://www.phpmyadmin.net/documentation/.
Another tool we found useful is PHP Event Monitor for Asterisk. This web application is composed by two parts: first, 
a Python server that polls AMI for a predefined set of events on the Asterisk machine and saves them in a MySQL 
table; second, an AJAX enabled Web Interface that shows the content of the table in real-time. We found this tool 
useful because it helped us to understand how and when the events are fired in case of calls; we will use it also as 
baseline for our own Real-Time Monitor, being that this tool is written in PHP and can be a good starting point from 
which we will furtherly implement the State Machine (for further informations, Future Works section goes into deeper 
detail).
Once again, the procedure to install and configure the Monitor is quite trivial and can be find in the README file 
inside the installation package, which can be found at http://micpc.com/eventmonitor/.
 
System configuration
We will now configure several key pieces of our Honeypot. We will start with the SIP Trunk, followed by the 
extensions we will monitor, CIDLookup, Superfecta schemes and, finally we will add the inbound routes needed to 
forward calls to our extensions.
 
From FreePBX main page, click on the Setup tab, and select Trunk from the Basic menu.
Click on Add SIP Trunk. We will be presented with the Trunk Configuration page.
From here, we modified only the most important things, leaving out all those details that a real production system 
would have, like matching patterns and other security details.
In our case, we only need to name the trunk and insert the incoming parameter.
In the text box Trunk Name write “Honey Trunk”, and copy in the Outgoing Settings section the parameters shown in 
the following figure.
 
Once this is done, click on Submit Changes at the bottom of the page. Once the reload is done, the trunk will be 
registered and connected.
 
We will now add a special extension that we used for testing purposes during all our development; this extension is 
not part of the range of numbers we monitor even if, at this point, we register all calls that are made/received on it.
From FreePBX main page, click on the Setup tab, and select Extensions from the Basic menu.
Click Add Extension from the menu on the right of the page and select Generic SIP Device; click Submit.
This are the parameters we used for the extension:
● Display Name: Cisec Beesterix
● Outbound CID: Beesterix <4043858444>
● Record Incoming: Always
● Record Outgoing: Always
● Voicemail
○ Status: Enabled
○ Password: 58444
We left the rest of the options at their default.
We also configured the Device Options of the extensions as in the following figure.
Now the configuration is done and we can click Submit, waiting for the reload to complete.
 
The configuration of Superfecta as a HTTP source for CID Lookup is part of the installation procedure of Superfecta, 
but we still have to create the schemas against which the numbers will be tested. We created 2 schemas: 
TestSchema, which is the one that automatically CID Lookup queries, and OnlyTelcoData, which is a schema that the 
Beesterix module will use internally to gather NPA-NXX data for geo-location of numbers.
We show here how to configure TestSchema; for OnlyTelcoData the procedure is the same, only we will activate only 
the source called TelcoData.
 
From FreePBX main page, click on the Setup tab, and select CID Superfecta from the Inbound Call Control menu.
Click Add Caller ID Schema from the menu on the right of the page.
Set the values in Data Sources section as in the following figure.
 
Now in Scheme Name write “TestSceme” and do not forget to insert the username and password used to log in 
FreePBX web interface in the General Options section.
Now click on Agree and Save. The Scheme is created.
 
To avoid tedious one-by-one setup of extensions and Inbound Routes, we will now use two useful modules that, 
given a .csv file, will import automatically each record as an extension or DID. We will start with the extensions, using 
BulkExtensions, and then use BulkDIDs to connect the extensions with the outer world through HoneyTrunk.
From FreePBX main page, click on the Tools tab, and select Bulk Extensions from the Third Party Addon menu.
Scroll down to the box CSV File to Load and click Browse. We want to load the .csv file named ext_mod.csv, that we 
saved in the package where we also stored this very document.
The files we provide are specific for our configuration and they add the range of extensions 60752-60771, together 
with DIDs that map the extensions to HoneyTrunk.
Once we selected the file, click Load file and wait for completion. The extensions are now created.
Now, from the same Third Party Addon menu select BulkDIDs and follow the same procedure to load the file 
DIDs_add.csv. Once we click Load File we will create two DIDs per extension: one for the calls directed to the 
extension itself (XXXXX) and one for calls direcfted to the complete number (40420XXXXX). This will make our 
extensions totally reachable.
One last detail: we added the DIDs and connected them to the trunk, but the Bulk modules don’t take into 
consideration CIDLookup. For this reason we will have to edit each DID from the Inbound Routes element in Setup 
tab, configuring Superfecta as CIDLookup source that will analyze the DID. This is a tedious job, but at least we only 
have to manually edit one parameter instead of all of them.
  
Beesterix Module Installation
Now we are ready to install the actual model that represents the interface of Beesterix. The procedure is quite 
straightforward, as it was for the other modules we already installed.
Once Beesterix module is installed through the Module Manager of FreePBX, two new buttons will appear (figure 
buttons) in Inbound Call Control, in the Setup tab of FreePBX and these will let us use the analysis and monitoring 
tools available.
  
Some discussion about some preliminary results
Telephony Spam is a very well known phenomenon, even older than the most common forms of Spam we are used 
to today, but since VoIP became common, there is no real study about pure Telephony Spam; a lot of work has been 
done on SPIT, but a global overview of the whole phenomenon is just not there.
While this is true, it doesn’t mean that we don’t have some “expectation” about how Spam distributes and attacks new 
numbers.
We know that beside Telemarketing calls, which sometimes are performed by a person, the calls will be delivered 
by automatic systems; these systems will most likely follow some common spreading procedure like (i) to query 
some well-known source to gather new numbers, (ii) to scan the range of these numbers, (iii) to verify that a person 
is answering, (iiii) register this number as active victim. Our goal is to determine the exact patterns that these steps 
undergo.
We described the architecture of Beesterix so far, but still didn’t mention exactly what our test-bed will be.
Specifically, in the system we setup in this early development stage we monitored 20 numbers belonging to 
GeorgiaTech campus and provided by AT&T; during 40 days in which we were implementing the features of the 
system, we kept on monitoring raw calls: we didn’t calculate any complex statistics, but we thought that this data 
would be useful to get a feeling of what we would face once the system would be up and running.
Before explaining what we saw and our reasoning on that, we will briefly discuss about what we expected to see.
What we expected, once we activated the 20 numbers, was to see a very low traffic for some days, hoping to get 
some calls that would be clearly recognizable as Spam within matter of days. We imagined that, once a certain 
amount of Spam calls were detected, then our numbers would become “known victims” and other numbers of our 
range would be scanned, resulting in an increasing traffic over time, even if probably not very intense.
What we observed over 40 days and more can be summarized in one word: nothing.
In the whole period of time we monitored, the only calls that our numbers received were the testing calls we ourselves 
made.
While this was of course disappointing, there could be many reasons for this, most of which would not imply that our 
approach to the problem is wrong. We list some of them.
First of all, our 20 numbers are “unpublished”, that is they are not used and, presumably, were not used for a long 
time; being that these numbers are a subset of a GeorgiaTech bigger range of numbers, it is also likely that they are 
registered in a no-call-list.
Second, even if OIT guarantees us that they do not filter incoming calls in any way, we had no way to verify this and, 
therefore, cannot be sure that there is no filtering of spam calls between the PSTN and our internal Asterisk machine.
Finally, it could be that our range of 20 numbers is actually to small to be picked by automatic spammers in such a 
small period of time.
All these reasons would prevent that starting probing of our system by spammers that we think it would then trigger a 
more intense traffic; it is possible that, “advertising” our numbers online would result in a higher visibility and therefore 
a higher chance of attacks. We will test more in future stages of development.
 
Passwords we used
As a last remark about our configuration, we just want to list the passwords we used all around our system, so that 
whenever someone else should work on our system, they will not be locked out.
Linux password
● user: asterisk
● password: beesterix
 
FreePBX admin interface:
● user: asterisk
● password: asterisk
 
MySQL DBMS:
● user: asterisk
● password: asterisk
 
These are the main user/password combinations of our system. There are more passwords of course, but with the 
set of credentials we just listed, these other passwords can be clearly read in configuration files and setting pages (or, 
in case of Asterisk features, they are just the default passwords)..
We leave them out of this section because....where would be the fun otherwise?
We conclude this section saying that the Linux credentials listed here are SSH enabled on our al.cc.gatech.edu 
machine.
 
 
7. Difficulties and useful resources
When a big project is still  just an idea in the mind of its creators, it is normal for them to struggle in shaping any 
conceptual spark into something real, applicable to the real world and as useful as possible.
We spent the biggest part of our time in this phase, trying one approach after another to design Beesterix in the most 
optimized and extensible way possible; this long time was necessary also because we did not start our work with a 
previous experience with neither Asterisk nor the telephony world in general.
Once we decided to use the base configuration Asterisk+FreePBX, we knew we chose something that was open, 
robust, stable and that had a large community of enthusiasts that could help us in those situations where  the 
documentation would fail us. Sadly, we were only partially right.
The biggest difficulty we had was, indeed, find that specific help for our configuration that a general documentation 
cannot provide but that a community usually can give; the communities we found, especially for FreePBX, were 
really not helping, with no answer to our several posts. The rare cases when an answer was given, it usually was 
extremely imprecise, out of context and, generally, more confusing than resolving. Our feeling was “this is no place 
for outsiders: whether you work with FreePBX already, or you are out.”.
This is the reason why, when it came to FreePBX, we had to rely mainly on old forum posts or tutorials we found 
online. We discovered in the worst way that, in this environment, if you want something done, you better do it 
completely by your own.
While this was absolutely true for FreePBX, for Asterisk we found several good sources of information, the best of 
which was the e-book “Asterisk: the Definitive Guide” that we already cited in section 6.
We will now briefly list some of the places were we found good information:
● Asterisk: the Definitive Guide - http://ofps.oreilly.com/titles/9780596517342/
● Asterisk official documentation - http://www.asterisk.org/docs
● FreePBX Forum and FAQs - http://www.freepbx.org/forums/viewtopic.php
● Interesting discussion on Superfecta - http://pbxinaflash.com/forum/showthread.php?p=56362#post56362
● ...long story short: whatever can be found is welcome!!!
 
In conclusion, our feeling is that, in this environment, a developer who wants to create something new  and out-of-
the-norm is usually left by his own.
